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MOST OUTSTANDING
The Florida Chapter under
the Chairmanship of Joe
Williams has been and will con-
tinue to work hard to make this
coming reunion one of the most
outstanding events ever spon-
sored by the veterans of the
famous Ninth Infantry Divi-
sion.
The golf tournament is being
handled by Bob Pappas. (See
separate article in this issue for
particulars. )
SPECIFY NEEDS
Because these villas are only
two stories high, there are no
elevators. Therefore those who
cannot climb steps, please
specify your wish to be on the
ground floor. After you
register, drive your car to your
building parking areas. You
have your choice of "carrying-
in your own" or ask the Bell
Captain for Bell Boy as-
sistance. Transportation within
the grounds is furnished free of
charge by the hotel manage-
ment for those who wish it.
MAKE RESERVATIONS
There's still time to make
your reservation. For further
information please contact Hen-
ry Santos, 911 Connachuesett
Rd., Tampa, FL 33617 phone
813/985-5444 or Emil J. De
Donato, 3650 S.W. Mosswood
St., Dunnellon, Fl., 32630 phone
904/489-4070 for a color
brochure and application blank
which gives you full particulars
and directions. Remember:
"It's later than you think so en-
joy yourselves."
Emil J. De Donato, Sec.
Fl. Chapt. 9th Inf. Div. Assn.
You're in for a real treat in
October when the Florida
Chapter hosts the 45th Annual
National Reunion.
The Orlando Marriott
grounds are fabulous. Sixteen
villa-style two story buildings
that have 1,076 newly decorated
rooms and suites. You can
choose from a king or double-
bedded guest room or a two
bedroom suite. There are 146
kitchen equipped rooms at ad-
ditional cost.
RENOWNED
Just imagine 48 waterscaped
acres just minutes away from
world renowned Disney World,
Epcot and other attractions, the
buildings are connected by
walkways that meander
through tropical gardens,
lagoons, fountains, etc. There
are 4 tennis courts, 2 large
swimming pools, snack bars,
restrooms, a pool bar...yes
even a SPA neatly concentrated
in one area among the
buildings. There are 7
restaurants inside the main
building that offer a range of
choices from poolside sand-
wiche~ to fine continental din-
ing. For those of you who wish
to go to a fast food restaurant,
there is Denny's; McDonalds;
Burger King; House of Pan-
cakes; Perkins and many
others within walking distance
from the hotel. Restaurants
serving specialty food can be
reached in minutes.
For the women who love to
shop there is the tremendous
BELZ SHOPPING PLAZA less
than 3 miles auto ride from the
hotel. The Orlando Marriott
Hotel on International Drive
has it all and it truly lives up to
its name.
Come on DOWIl, to Orlando
45th AIlllual ReUllioll
FORTY FIFTH ANNUAL REUNION





(407) 35]-2420/FAX (407) :;45-5fllJ
FRIDAY OCTOBER 5,1990
8:00 A.M.-1O:00 P.M. REGISTRATION
10:00-11:00 A.M. - Committee Meetings
11:00 A.M. - General Meeting/Ladies Auxiliary Meeting
7:00 P.M.-11:oo P.M. - RECEPTION/DANCE, MAIN
BALLROOM
SATURDAY OCTOBER 6,1990
9:00 A.M.-1O:00 A.M. - MEMORIAL SERVICE, MAIN
BALLROOM
7:00P.M.-?? - BANQUET DINNER, MAIN BALLROOM
********************************************************
***** PROGRAM OF EVENTS *****
THURSDAY OCTOBER 4. 1990
10:00 A.M. - WELCOME TO MARRIOTT REGISTRA-
TION - CHECK IN ALL DA Y
4:00 P.M. - Board of Governors Meeting
7:00 P.M.-11:00 P.M. Reception, Welcome Party/
Dance, Main Ballroom
** BANQUET SEATING BY RESERVATION ONLY **
Many members have asked to be seated at the Saturday nite
banquet with buddies etc., the rules have been printed in the OC-
TOFOIL at least for the last two (2) issues and are included in
this one.
To reserve a table a captain collects ten (0) dinner tickets
which are to be included in each registration packet, takes the
ten 10) tickets to the seating chairman who will be easy to find,
he will assign a numbered table and number each ticket with the
table number. There will be no need to stand waiting for the
doors to open and rush in, we're getting too old for that.
CORRECTION!!! The "one free cocktail" offer with the strip
. tickets should read EITHER, Thursday or Friday, not Thurs.
and Fri.
Ladies Corner
Hi! How is everyone? Had a
good winter and a better
Spring? I haven't sent in a
Ladies Corner column since
last October 28th, so I don't
know how all of you ladies are
doing. Fine, I hope, and that
you have already sent in your
reservations for our Orlando
Reunion? And do you also have
some small gift wrapped up for
our Pollyana drawing at our
Ladies Auxiliary Meeting then?
I imagine Florida in October
should be nice weatherwise.
Last time we had the Reunion
in Florida, it was in June, and
Hot!! Many thanks to you con-
siderate men who planned it for
Fall this year.
As for us Taubners, Joe and I
are leaving on Wednesday, July
11th on a 14-day vacation to
Alaska. We fly to Vancouver,
Canada, cruise to Ketchikan,
bus through Gold Country to
Fairbanks, then train w/dome,
to Anchorage. There is a side
trip to Denali State Park (Mt.
McKinley) on the way. Then we
fly home via Seattle. We are very
excited about it, and promise to
take lots of pictures to show.
Now, I would like to hear
from some of you about your
vacations for our next column.
OK? So, until we meet in Oc-
tober, take care and keep in
touch please. And all you
Ladies who are not members of
our Auxiliary yet, think about it
please. Dues are only $2.00 per
year, and our members are
beautiful people, we do good,






Florida is the place to play
golf. It has more golf courses
than any other state in the U.S.
The Florida Chapter wants a
good turnout for the October
National Reunion Tournament.
It is imperative to know the
names of the members who
wish to participate in this tour-
nament.
Please contact Bob Pappas
immediately. He needs to have
the number of players so that
he could get a starting time and
possibly a break on the prices.
At the Florida Chapter Meeting
held in April, Bob reported that
18 hole fee at one course will
cost approximately $24.50
which includes green fees and
electric carL.BUT he needs to
guarantee a certain number of
players. Another course wants
a considerable amount more
than the price mentioned.
So please contact Bob Pappas
by mail at 738-C 518 Colony
Cove, Box 175, New Port
Richey, Fl. 34653 or phone him
after hours at 813/847-6607 to
enter into this tournament.
Emil J. De Donato, Sec.
Fl. Chapter






$68.00 plus tax. $50.00 for Sun-
day night
Single $52.00 plus tax. $6.00
each additional person








Company B 39th members are shown as they met for
their Mini Reunion. L-R top row Emery Porch, Frank
Russo Austin Fritzch, (hidden) Charles Warner, Joe
Gravi~o, Irving King, Al Baccile, Al Becker, Cliff Chew.
Bottom Row Al "Hawk" DeRisio, Dave McLaughlin, Jr.,
Edwin Perry, Jack Dunlap, Luke Lucas and Frank
Gravino. Story appears in other section of Octofoil.
No matter where we are billeted, the Sheraton Lincoln is our
headquarters, and, of course, the C.P. room will be well stocked.
Because our mailing list is incomplete, please let others know
about the Memorial Service.
Please remember that Mass begins at 9:30 am this year, not
10:00 am.
Dinner Reservations
Reservations for Sunday's dinner must be paid for in advance.
Deadline for reservations is October 29, 1990
Deadline for refund of cancelled reservations is October 29, 1990
Dinner Sunday, November 11, 1990
$15.00 per person
On Sunday, November 11,1990 at a 9:30 am Mass at the
Immaculate Conception Church in Worcester,
Massachusetts, the men of the Ninth Division who served
in World War II will gather to remember their dead.
This will mark our 46th year of remembrance - the
continuation of a tradition started in November, 1945 by
Father Connors. Like him, we believe that it is a fitting
and proper way to pay tribute to the 4,581 men of the
Ninth who died in combat in World War II and to those
who have since died. We will pray, too, for the men of the
Ninth Division who gave their lives in Vietnam.
As we meet each year, our numbers grow smaller.
Death, sickness, and the difficulty of traveling so far all
take their toll. World War II veterans are growing fewer
in number, and what they did and what they suffered is
fading in the memory of our country.
So, let our children and grandchildren know and
understand that the Ninth Division men who are gathered
in Worcester on November 11 are there to pay tribute to
their beloved dead. For it was these men who, by their
service to their country, helped save this world from
destruction. They shall not be forgotten.
"Lord, God of Hosts, be with us yet,
Lest we forget, Lest we forget."
Ninth Infantry Division
46th Annual Memorial Mass and Service
Sincerely,
Ron Murphy
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO: New England Chapter 9th
Division Assoc.
MAIL TO: Thomas Boyle, 39 Hall Ave., Somerville, MA 02144
Room Reservations
You must make your own room reservations. Cut off date is Oc-




Saturday, November 10, 1990: 2:00 pm - C.P. Room open
Sunday, November 11, 1990: 9:30 am - Mass and Memorial
Service
12:00 pm - Dinner at Sheraton
Lincoln
Til. OCTO'OI L
Name Serial No .
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Inside front cover 60.00
Full page 50.00
1/4th page 20.00
For those who wish to arrive early and/or extend their
stay, the above mentioned special group rates will apply
to three nights before and/or after the dates indicated
above-room subject to availability.
Make check and send payment to
9th Inf. Div. Reunion




CITY: STATE:__ ZIP: _
TEI,E #:
Name you want on name tag, _
Company__Regiment--
Executive suites- $375.00 per nite, smiliar to a one




The souvenir program book is being put together at this ~
time. Your help is needed in order for us to be successful.
Remembrances, ads. and boosters must be in by August
IS. 1990.
* * * *
Junior suites - $190.00 per nite, one bedroom & parlor, two
bedrooms & parlor go for $280.00. Parlors are set up
living room style the size of a guest room. No restrictions
on food/beverages.
* * * *
THIS IS A RESERVATION REQUEST AND MUST BE ACCOM-
pANIED BY ONE 0) NIGHTS ROOM DEPOSIT. CANCELLA-
TION MUST BE RECEIVED 72 HOURS PRIOR TO ARRIVAL
TO RECEIVE REFUND OF DEPOSIT. ALL REQUESTS
MUST BE RECEIVED BY 9/4/90. AFTER SUCH DATE, THEY
WILL BE ACCEPTED ON A SPACE AVAILABLE BASIS.
9th Infantry Division
• October 4 - 7, 1990
DAILY ROOM RATES Single: $69. Double: $69
~lnT,E FROM: 5_.-.--.
ARRIVAL DATE:__ DEPARTURE DATE:__
ARRIVAL TIME :__ FLIGHT NO.:--
NUMBERO-F,ROOMS:-- NUMBER IN PARTY:__
ADULTS__ CHILDREN & AGES:__
SPECIAL REQUEST:
CHILDREN STAYINu 1]'1 THE SAME ROOM WITH THEIR
PARENTS NO EXTRA CHARGE
ALL RATES ARE SUaJECT TO 9% STATE TAX
MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PEOPLE IN ROOM - FIVE (5)
RESERVATIONS ARE TENTAVIELY HELD PENDING
RECEIPT OF DEPOSIT OR MAJOR CREDIT CARD (AX,
M/C, VS, DC & DI>
NUMBER__ EXPIRE DATE:__
Special request for location, conecting room, etc., will be noted
but cannot be guaranteed. Suites are space available at rates
above and will be confirmed by RESERVATIONS MANAGER.
AFTER
CHECK IN: 4:00P.M. CHECKOUT: 11:00A.M.
Booster name and unit $2.00 each.
Make check payable to 9th Inf. Div. reunion and mail to
Fla. Chapter, 9th Inf. Div.
9811 N Connechusett Rd.
Tampa. FL 33617
Ph (813) 9855444
REMEMBER! ! ! !!The price of $45.00 for strip tickets is for ad-
vance registration only and will be $50.00 at the door with tickets
for Saturday's banquet alone being $30.00 each, Thursday or Fri-
day·tickets $10.00 _each.
EVERYONE WINS!! By paying to the NINTH INFANTRY
DIVISION ASSOCIATION.
Hospitality suites, $210.00 a nite, more for entertaining,
set with living/dining furniture, wet bar, pull out couch,




Baggage must be checked with the Bell Captain if depar-
ture time is later than 11: 00 A.M.
The state of Florida is generous to non-profit organizations
such as our's by extending to us a sales tax exempt status also
applies to hotel/motel room rent etc., by registering your
room(s) through us we are saving you nine % or, $6.21 per night.
This also is an enormous undertaking so you will be asked to pay
for the remaining nights' room rent no later than September 1 to
be sure all checks clear and complete the accounting involved.
Anyone not paid up by September 1 will have to settle with the
hotel and will have the tax as only our chapter check is TAX EX-
EMPT. Those settling with the hotel will be able to charge
whatever room rent is still owned to their charge card but the
room tax will be added to the bill.
Everyone will be asked to present a charge card or make other
arrangements to pay for things like telephone, room service etc.
and will enjoy EXPRESS CHECK-OUT, (no waiting to check-
out).
Marriott Orlando HotelTip of the Hat
The Memorial Fund was
enriched by the generosity of
these "Old Reliables" who
remembered. Many thanks.









Mrs. Sophie Krasnowski (In
memory of husband, John)
Boardman Lockwood (In





Sam Robinson (In memory of
Adam Yanulis)
Charles H. Johnson, Jr. (In
memory of Gen. Randle)
Al Shires
Fairfield Bd. of Education (In
memory of James Scott,d
Charles Hoffman (In memory
of Paul "The Finn" Ilves & Vic
Yanchunis)
Calvin Daniels
Paul J. Bolduc (In memory of




Frank Gonzol (In memory of





A few years back our Division
History "Eight Stars to Vic-
tory" was placed in the
Specials Collections of Hofstra
University, Hempstead, Long
Island. With Matt Urban's per-
mission I contacted Hofstra
University and asked if his
book "The Matt Urban Story"
could be placed with our Divi-
sion History. They said they
would be honored to add Mr.
Urban's book to their collec-
tion.
I explained I would not see
him until the reunion at Orlan-
do, Florida early October and
they said that is no problem but
they would like to have him pre-
sent the book to them in person
if possible, so a date has to be
worked out at Matt Urban's
schedule and an open date at
the library if possible for Matt
to attend.
Wouldn't it be great if we
could have a nice turnout of
former Ninth Division men for
the occasion to honor one of our
own?
I'll keep you posted.
MP's & 60th Inf
Adolph Wadalavage
94-30 96th Street
Ozone Park, N.Y. 11416
Continental Airlines
has been designated as





will offer 5% off of the lowest
applicable fare at the time of
booking or, at least 50% off first
class and 50% off coach fares.
To qualify, reservations must
be booked through our conven-
tion desk using the Easy Access
Number listed.
After you have reserved your -
flights, you may purchase your
tickets from your local Travel
Agency, any Continental!-
Eastern ticket office or airport
ticket counter or we will mail
them directly to you along with
an invoice for payment.
Regardless of where you
choose to pay for your tickets,
call our Convention Desk now to
reserve your flights.
For discount fares call-
1-800-468-7022
(in Continental U.S. & Canada)




























































r=loral Park, NY 11001 •
Battery .
I was a member of:
City .....
The official publication of the Ninth Infantry Division Association. Single
copy price is 25 cents per issue by mail $1.50 per year payable in advance
when dues are paid. Dues are $5 per year with $1.50 of the $5.10 earmarked
for the issues of The Octofoil. Members should notify the National
Secretary, Daniel Quinn, 412 Gregory Ave., Weehawken, N.J. of any
change of address.
Published five times yearly. May-June-July - Aug.-Sept.-Oct -
Nov.-Dec., Jan., Feb., Mar-April by and for the members of the Ninth in-
fantry Division Association. News items, feature stories, photographs and
art material from members will be appreciated. Every effort will be
made to return photographs and art work in good condition.
An extract from the certificate of incorporation of the 9th Infantry Divi-
sion association reads: "This Association is formed by the officers anQ
men of the 9th Infantry. Division in order to perpetuate the memory of our
fallen comrades, to preserve the espirit de corps of the division, to assist
in promoting an ever-lasting world peace exclusively of means of educa-
tional activities and to serve as an information bureau to former members
of the 9th Infantry Division.
Copy must be received on or before the 15th of each month to guarantee
publication on the 20th.
Second-Class Postage paid at Union City, NJ. 07087, and additional of-
fices.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to 412 Gregory Avenue,
Weehawken, N.J. 07087.
I wish to sign up for the following:
Regular Member per year .............•............... $ 5.00:-:
Donation Memorial Scholarship Fund :=
THREE-YEAR MEMBER $13.ooC
Life Membership , $50.00C
Ladies Auxiliary Member $ 2.00e]
Decals 5()¢ each
60th Hist. $ 2.50 (incl. post.)
Please credit the following chapter:
Philly-Delaware Valley C Greater New York




Finding the hotel ~hould be no problem at all to our Snowbird
buddies. Make your way to 1-4 to exit #29, (Fla. rte. 528, Sand-
lake Hd) East a block, the 1st street is International Drive, cross
it approximately 100 ft. driveway to parking lot on right. If you
('orne via the Florida Turnpike head west on 1-4.
When was the last time you wrote a letter to our Mail Call
Column'? Just a postal card would denote your interest and let
some buddy know where you are. You like to read what other
members send in" .. why not do your own part, and write a few
lines now and then for their enjoyment.
AUTO RE:\TALS
The ~.th Infantry Division Association has selected Hertz as the
official rent-a-car company for the annual reunion, Call Hertz at
1-!\OO-654-2240 to receive reduced rates for car rental reserva-
tions. When booking your car rt:'ntal. be sure to give t~e ~ertz
":vIeeting Sales Agent the meeting name, dah' and meetmg Iden-
tification number 5942.
** TRANSPORTATION FROM/TO AIRPORT **
The hotel does not, DOES NOT supply transportation, you,
have three (3) choices. .
1- Airport Limo (Mears Transportation), $17.00 round tripper
person - 2nd floor baggage claim area, Bellstand makes ~eser-
vation for departure.
2 - Ace Metro Cab Co. Ph. 8551111- From airport to hotel, 1 to 5
passengers, $19.00 - Hotel to airport $15.00, 1 to 5 people.
3 - Taxi (standing at airport) $22.00 one way, 3 or more people
or $20.00 fewer than 3.
Street Address ..
Members at the 6th Annual Mini R .Med' I B h . eumon of the 9th
lca n. eld In Asheville, N.C. May 5th.
NEW JERSEY CHAPTER
The New Jersey Chapter met
June 1, 1990 at The Old Time
Tavern in Toms River. We had
a short business meeting and
then enjoyed a delicious lun-
cheon along with one another's
companionship for an hour and
a half or so.
In attendance were Ed
Hopkins, Harry Schwartz Paul
Giarraputo, Ed Whitey' Wac-
zkawiez, Michael Wengryn, Art
van Blarcun, Frank Gonzol
(along with his fishing bud-
dy/chauffeur, Richie) Peter
Fotia, Marty Gill, Ken 'Yennie
William Billings, John Maak. A
healthy Ken Yennie, was ac-
co~panied by his lovely wife,
OlIve. We were a bit disap-
P?in~ed that more of our people
dldn t turn out, especially those
of you from south and central
Jersey. It's always good to see
you, and it's gratifying to see a
large turnout.
I promoted Wilkey's book,
The Long March, at the
meeting, for two reasons: I en-
joyed tremendously reading the
book, and I know you would all
enjoy it; I shared a pup tent
with Wilkey back in Safi and I
kIl:0w what an effort he put into
thIS work; it is an opportunity
for. all of us to vicariously ex-
pe~Ience a particularly vicious
epI.sode of a particularly
VICIOUS war. We all think we
had it tough in the war but
reading Earl's book remidds of
what the man said, "I felt sorry
for myself because I had no
shoes until I saw a man who had
no feet." Yes, many of the men
who made that Long March
with Wilkey literally ended up
with no feet. I urge every man
who served with the Ninth In-
fantry Division to send $22.50 to
Girtman Press, 1900 Holly Oaks
Lake Road, Jacksonville
Florida, 32225. '
Ask for The Long March. The
price includes postage and
handling.
We are also promoting this
year's reunion in Orlando. My
old company, F of the 47th In-
fantry, always has between
twenty-five and fifty men in at-
tendance, and generally four or
five former company com-
manders. It is great to see these
guys year after year. My Lucy .
marvels at how close we are
and how much pleasure we
derive from sitting around and
reminiscing with one another
on into the wee hours of the
morning. At Tuesday's lun-
cheon Harry Schwartz brought
to my attention how lucky we
are to have such great turnouts
when he moaned, "If only I was
sure of seeing just one other
guy out of Battery A of the 26th
Field, I'd be at every reunion."
I'm sure that there is some
former artilleryman some-
where saying the same thing.
Get to these reunions; not only
are you likely to run into one of
your own buddies, but you'll
make new friends, friends you
didn't know you had. Contact
those whose address you have
and encourage them to attend.
You'd be amazed what one guy
with fifty 25 cent stamps can do.
Everyone of those active CP's
at the reunions was organized
by one guy usually. There isn't
much time left! I figure, what
do we have left, forty or fifty
years? ... and look how fast
the last fifty years went by! At
this time fifty years ago some
of you guys were at Fort Bragg
helping to set up tents which
would soon be occupied by the
greatest and bravest soldiers
that ever fought in any war.
So, make your goal 010:
ORLANDO IN OCTOBER.
Ed "Hoppie" Hopkins
President, New Jersey Chapter
110 Hollywood Ave.
Metuchen, N.J. 08840
NEWS OF THE FLORIDA
CHApTER
FALL MEETING
The Florida Chapter of the
9th Infantry Division As-
sociation held their Spring
Meeting at the Orlando Mar-
riott Hotel on Friday, April 6th,
1990. The main topic discussed
was the preparations being
made for the 45th Annual Na-
tional Reunion scheduled for
October 4 to 7, 1990 at the same
hotel as this meeting, Chair-
man Joe Williams reported that
"All is going well and that the
National membership could ex-
pect a real good time." He went
on to say that the banquet din-
ner will consist of prime ribs,
baked potato, broccoli salad
pecan pie, coffee & tea.' ,
Bob Pappas reported that
more golfers are needed to
make up a tournament. He has
been busy contacting different
area golf courses for prices and
guarantees ... so he can re-
quest starting times.
Bill Fleming, a member wood
carver, will offer a wood carv-
ing plaque with the emblem of
your choice for a raffle at the
reunion.
The registration, entertain-
ment and other committees all
reported progress in their
assignments and are continuing
to work hard to make the Na-
tional Reunion an enjoyable
and successful one.
.Other business was
dIscussed such as the recent
demise of General Randle. Bob
Pappas, Henry Santos, Phil
Berman and Joe Williams at-
tended the funeral services.
(Ed note: Detailed article else-
where in this issue).
New member Bob Bovanizer
was welcomed into the Florida
Chapter. There will be no Fall
1990 Florida Ch,apter, Meeting
as the National Reunion will
take its place. The 1991 Spring
Meeting will be held either in
Sarasota or Ocala, Fl. If in
Sar~sota, Richard Treyhey will
chaIr that event. If in Ocala
Emil J. De Donato and Fred
Shachor will act as co-chair-
men.
Secretary's minutes were"
read and accepted as well as
the Treasurer's report.




<?nce again it is my pleasure
to mform you and all members
of the 9th Signal Company, that
our 3rd annual reunion will be
?eld at "Genetti Motor Lodge"
m Hazelton, PA., on September
25th, 26th, 27th and 28th 1990
Reservation forms have bee~
mailed out and we hope that
more of the fellows and wives
~an attend. Last years turnout
m.cluded 19 members plus 14
WIves. It is also my sad duty to
let the members know that we
suffered the loss of Al Rago and
Wally Anderson. May they and
all ~th division members who
?ave left this mortal earth, rest
m eternal peace.
The Signal Company's Order-
ly Room, T & T, Radio R & M
Construction, Message' Center'
& Motor Pool should be ali
represented this year, so come
on fellows, mail in those reser-
vations and attend this reunion
for a wonderful time with your
buddies. .
Bill and Evelyn Miller, Dick
& Mary Craig are going to
make sure that this reunion will
be the best so far.
We all remember the "Jump
Teams" from the past, but this





THE NEW YORK AREA
REPORT
. The New York Chapter held
Its annual Past Presidents
Night on May 18th at the
chapter's meeting place at the
Masonic Hall Lodge Building,
West 23rd Street, N.Y.C. The
honored past presidents who
showed up were: Vincent
Guglielmi.no, Emil Langer,
John Morns, Al Seely, Hermino
Suarez, Adolf Wadalavage and
Harry Wax. Ably chaired by
current Prez Lou Almassy and
assis~ed by Secretary Art
SchmIdt the meeting was at-
tended by the following
m.embers: George Apar, Al
Elsen, Tony De Robertis Anton
Dietrich, Marty Gros~, Bill
Klaus, Marv Levy, Jim Mullen,
Frank Russo, Irv Sachs and
Charlie Warner.
The next day, Saturday, May
19th, thirty-five members and
wives of the N.Y. area 9th Inf.
Div Asso. held its annual Pre-
Memorial Day march and ser-
vices at the Pinelawn National
Cemetery to honor our brothers
who had given their ultimate
sacrifice in war, and those of
the 9th who have since gone to
their final reward. Prez Lou
Almassy made a short and elo-
quest speech and our resident
chaplain George Apar gave a
ceremonial tribute. The
beautiful red, white and blue
floral wreath arranged, ill the
symbol Of ourOCtofoil which
was created and donated by the
special friend of the 9th, George
Danas (who is now chief florist
at the Lenox Hill Hospital), was
placed at the center ceremonial
flag pole. Past President Tony
Varone provided a recorded
playing of the Taps in lieu of an
honor guard which was not pre-




members and spouses proceed~
ed to Bethpage State Park
where a wonderful cookout was
enjoyed by all on a delightful
sunny day.
On June 16th we met as usual
at the Masonic Lodge for our
last meeting before the sum-
mer recess. Latest information
about the Orlando reunion in
Oc~ober was presented by Dan
Qumn. At the time of this report
a large contingent of N.Y. Area
members are expected at the
convention.
We were happy to receive
correspondence from our far
flung Ninthmen: lIerb Taff
Leo ~einstei~, Art Stengel:
Sabatmo Agostmelli, Ed Leahy,
John Trevelise, George Gross-
man, George Bako and James
Haroutounian. George Bako
was reported on Sick Call.
Attending members were:
Prez Lou Almassy, Secretary
Art Schmidt, George Apar,
Tony DeRobertis, Vincent
Guglielmino, Frank Fazio Bill
Klaus, Emil Langer, Marv
Levy, Ed Maher, John Morris
Jim Mullen, Hermino Suare~
and Adolf Wadalavage. After
the meeting we partook of the
delicacies ptovided by our
hospitality staff and wished
each other a.healthy and happy
summer unbl we meet again in
September.
MARVLEVY






Our 6th Annual reunion was
held at the Holiday Inn-West in
Asheville, N.C., the weekend of
May 4-6, John and Louise Lewis
selected this famous mountain
resort area surrounded by the
Great Smoky and the Blue
Ridge Mountains. A most
beautiful and scenic area with
many attractions. Most of our
group toured the Biltimore
House, gardens and winery sur-
rounded by 7500 acres. This 250
room mansion was built by
G.W. Vanderbilt and is filled
with antiques, paintings and art
objects.
23 members of the "Old
Reliables" Battalion came
from afar and near to renew
friendships and acquaintances
and to share in their ex-
periences and recollections.
From "C" Co. Alex Balough,
Stanly & Helen Busta, Chalmus
& Greta Cochran, Aldor &
Vicky Cook, Charles & Barbara
Denton, James & Marie Fite
Dr. A.G. & Beulah Floyd, Jo~
Kash, Stephen & Helen
Klucharich, Andrew & Anna
Kopach & Sister, John & Louise
Lewis, Robert & Helen Meyers,
Carl & Louise Motley & Family,
Ralph & Nellie Palermo
Walter & Mina Sammons and
Sue Johnstone, widow of our
beloved Bruce; from "B" Co.
Donald & Cythia Hyde and
George & Catherine Stein' from
"A" Co. Tandy & Lois F~azier
and Oliver & Ruth Karnes'
from "Hqrs." Sab. & Virgini~
Agostinelli, Bill & Bertha Car-
son, Joe & Marion Medea and
Dr. J. Otto Lottes; and guests
Charles & Libby Trimble.
Welcomed for their first re-
union were: The Meyers', the
Fraziers', the Karness', and
Dr. Lottes.
A great and enjoyable time
was had by all. The highlight of
our get-to-gether was our
memorial service demonstrat-
ing the love, respect and
homage not only for the 4581 left
behind in Mrica and Europe
but also for those who have
gone to their eternal rest since
especially the beloved of ou;
Battalion. Since our last re-
union Taps Sounded for Jerome
Cosenza "A" Co., James Bolt
and Wesley Roach "C" Co. Our
belated sympathy to their
families, relatives and friends.
May they rest in peace.
Charles Denton conducted an
impressive memorial serivce
held in the CP Room where all
members, their wives
families, relatives and friend~
attended. After the meeting and
ceremony all adjourned for pic-
ture taking, sightseeing and
shopping.
Once again we ask all former
Battalion members to get their
names on the mailing list. Send
your name, address, and com-
pany to John H. Lewis, 211








Our Madison, Wisconsin Out-
state Meeting with Midwest
members was a great success.
~e had 37 people in attendance
mcluding six newcomers. We
would like to welcome Burleigh
and Lois Brewer (K Co. 39th
Inf.), from Dayton, Ohio; Tom
and Lorna Mickelson (K Co.
3~th Inf.) from Minneapolis and
BIll and Vi Nelson (K Co. 39th
Inf.) .from Steubenville, Ohio.
We mIssed some of our regulars
Paul and Lorraine Clark the
Cantors, Ed and Ma'rian
Combs, Ed and Virginia
Freund, Larry Morgan. We
were happy to see Calvin
Daniels there. He looks good for
w?at he has been through. He




Carpenters, Ted Curless, the
Gaertners (celebrating Grace's
Big Birthday), the Johnstons
the ~restons, the Grays and
M~lvm Jaggi. The Helms from
Mmnesota joined us again this
year and the Collins from
Missouri. Among the Illinois
members were the Andersons
the Hennemuths, the Hellers:
Irma Koskie, the Mays, the
Sallees and the Belmontes A
good time was had by all. Mike
and Vera Capenter outdid
~hemselvesagain as hosts mak-
mg all the arrangements for
rooms, dinner reservations and
food and drinks for the room
OU~ sincere thanks again for ali
theIr hard work. Mike was also
re~ponsible for all the door
pflzes and raffle gifts. We're
looking forward to next year
May 3 and 4 at the Ramada In~
in Madison, Wisc. Mark your
calendars and plan to attend.
The more the merrier. There is
an American Legion Post near-
by which serves an excellent
Fish dinner for Friday nights
~nd an excellent Sunday Morn-
~ng Breakfast. Some of the ma-
Jor attractions in the vicinity
are the House on the Rocks the
State Capital Building and of
course many shopping malls
for the ladies.
Memorial Day
Memorial Day Services were
held at the Woodlawn Cemetery
at the gravesite of Emil Radic
a former Illinois member. Th~
weather was beautiful and we
had a good turnout. John and
Helen Clouser were able to join
us as they. were just returning
from FlorIda to Michigan for
the summer. John Bauman his
wife, brother and his wife ~ere
there at the services as was
R:0ger Elmer and family. Ser-
VIces were conducted by David
Heller with Ted Preston as Col-
or Guard and John Clouser and
Mike Belmonte as speakers.
Mter services, the troops in-
cluding the Hellers, Hen-
nemuths, Clousers, Andersons,
Preston~, Grays, Irma Koskie,
daughter and grandchildren
and the Belmontes adjourned to
the Pauli Home for our picnic.
The committee is working on
the 1991 Reunion to be held in
Milwaukee. More information
and reservations cards will be
available at the reunion in
Orlando in October
We are looking fo~ward to our
Outstate Reunion in Angola In-
diana this year. It will beheld
on August. 24 and 25. Michigan
Chapter WIll host this weekend.
Anyone interested in attending
s~ould contact the Holiday Inn
dIrect. Mention the Ninth and
get the special rates.
Have a great summer. We'll
be seeing some of you in August
and the rest of the Association
in Orlando.
Respectfully submitted
Mike and Ann Belmont~
1611 South Lombard
• Oak Park, IL 60304
Deadlllle for next issue




Chaplains Butcher, Day and
Ray, along with Chaplain
Sharp, began their self-
appointed duties. In company
with their assistants and litter-
bearers they made their way
through the lines to gather up
the wounded and the dead.
Their nocturnal mission of
mercy was a veritable flirtation
with death as they cautiously .
but steadfastly pushed forward,
usually crawling on hands and
knees or sliding along on their
stomachs.
At regular intervals the Jer-
ries shot up flares and forced
the rescue parties to freeze in
their tracks until darkness
descended again. At times, the
enemy fired machine guns or
artillery and mortar shells,
causing them many uncomfort-
able moments. Chaplains, like
medical soldiers, carry no
arms and, thus, were defense-
less and unable to retaliate.
They completed their mission
just before dawn and returned
with the casualties to a pool at a
forward aid station, where the
wounded and dead were placed
in ambulances and taken to the
rear. .
At the rear aid station,
Chaplain Sharp collected and
listed the personal effects of the
dead, then rode with the bodies
to a military cemetery 20 miles
to the rear, where proper burial
was given. Each soldier was
given a funeral service accord-
ing to his religion; the uniden-
tified received a general ser-
vice.
The heroic job done by the
chaplains and their helpers was
repeated night after night. In
the daytime, the chaplains
busied themselves by spread-
ing words of encouragement
among the soldiers of their bat-
talions.
MINI REUNION




COMPANY "B", 39th REGI-
MENT, held their 37th annual
mini-reunion in June at the
Sheraton Hotel in Baltimore's
Inner Harbor, lasting four
days. Eighteen members of
Company "B" were present as
well as ten wives. Needless to
say, we all had a grand time.
A plaque was presented to
Frank Russo for never having
missed a reunion. Members
came from far and wide: Jack
Dunlap and his wife, and Dave
McLaughlin, came from
California; Charlie Scheffel
from Oklahoma; Edwin Perry
from Alabama; Irv King and
wife from Florida; Emery
Porch, Cliff Chew and spouses
from Pennsylvania, along with
Patty Resinger. Al Baccile,
"The Hawk" Al DeRisio, Austin
Fritsch, Joe Gravino and Frank
Gravino and their wives came
from New York; Al Becker, Bill
Comes, Frank Russo and
Charlie Warner from New
Jersey. Luke Lucas and his
wife, residents of Maryland,
played host for this reunion and
did a wonderful job. It's a very
moving experience to be a part
of and to watch how the Com-
pany "B" group of men enjoy
seeing each other and
reiminiscing about their ex-
periences in Africa and Europe.
Enclosed is a photo taken of
the men. (Bill Comes, Charlie
Scheffel and Patty Resinger
were absent at picture taking.)
Hopefully, others reading this
article and seeing the picture
may recognize some of their
"old" buddies and will come to
next June's mini-reunion at
Lake Canandaigua, New York.
All of us thoroughly enjoy
reading The Octofoil and are
ever on the lookout for letters
from Company "B" members.
Best wishes to all and "Thank
You" Dan, for the wonderful
job you do.
I'm sending a check for the
Memorial Fund in memory of
my husband John Krasnowski.
He passed away March 18, 1990.
He had a bad heart attack
and blockage 23 years ago, he
doctored all these years never
had another attack. But now he
got sick, started to fill up with
fluid; and the heart was all
worn out so they decided to put
a pace maker; but it didn't do
any good, he lasted just one
week from Sat. to Sat. He went
very quick, went into the
hospital Sat. night, Sunday
morning he was gone.
I didn't know where to send
the check so I wrote to Mr. Red
Phillips and he told me how to
write the check out.
We were married 41 years so
it's not easy, he was a very good
husband. And he was well liked









Written in 1943 by Bob Dunn,
47th Inf. Special Services
The Battle of El Guettar was
one of the toughest of the entire
Tunisian Campaign and will
long be remembered by the
infantrymen who fought
through its 11 days of heated
conflict.
This is an account of the un-
tiring work of four chaplains of
the 47th Infantry Regiment who
endured the same hardships
and matched the bravery of the
soldiers they served.
Regimental chaplain was
Captain Joseph Sharp, former
assistant pastor of the Blake-
more Methodist Church, Nash-
ville, Tenn. Chaplain Sharp
served as a private in the first
World War, was ordained
several years later.
Chaplain of the First Bat-
talion was 1st Lt. Richard W.
Day, former chaplain of Bard
Colege, Annandale-on-Hudson,
N.Y. Representing the Second
Battalion was 1st Lt. Earl E.
Ray, former pastor of the Com-
munity Church, Northwood,
N.H. The Third Battalion
chaplain was 1st Lt. Bernard J.
Butcher, former assistant
pastor of the Blessed Sacra-
ment R.C. Church, Bridgeport,
Conn.
To these four chaplains went
the most gruesome task of the
battle-removing the dead and
wounded from no-man's land,
casualties which could not be
removed during daylight hours
by the courageous medics.
Their services were
volunteered, however, and they
performed them willingly and
unstintingly.
The attack was scheduled for
the morning of Sunday, March
28. The battalions began their
approach march at two a.m.,
taking up positions before the
well-prepared hill fortifications
of the German and Italians. At
the break of day the battle
started. Every inch of ground
was hotly contested, with the
enemy attempting to smash the
attack with artillery, mortar
and machine gun fire.
The three battalion chaplains
assisted in their respective bat-
talion m@dical aid stations,
comforting the wounded. The
battle continued fiercely
throughout the day, enemy
shells often straying .in the
direction of the defenseless aid
stations.
Chaplains in Com bat
While sorting through ar-
ticles I wrote while with 47th
Special Services I came across
this one about our chaplains in
Tunisia.
I'm sending it along for your






Throughout the years I have.
given thoughts about the old
gang. Recently a friend handed
me three past issues of the "Oc-
tofoil." That did it! Reading
about the memorial Mass and
the upcoming reunion, I decid-
ed I'd wait no longer.
I served in the 34th FA Bn.
from Ft. Bragg in Feb. '41 til






Happened to look at 9th Div.
membership card and see my
dues run out in 1990. So, am
enclosing check with re-
mainder to Memorial Fund.
Sorry to miss last reunion at the
Pines. After reading the Oc-
tofoil even sorrier. Last
November, Joe Russo and
myself attended Memorial
Mass in Worcester. Best
regards to all former 9th QM
CO. comrades. Thank you for






It is with deep sorrow that I
write to inform you of the death
of Tom Billings on May 9, 1990.
He served with Service Co. -
60th Infantry. Assigned to the
60th Inf. after OCS Tom had
served with Co. L 47th.
Tom was stricken with
cancer six years ago and fought
a courageous battle. We were
friends for fifty years and I feel
I have lost a member of my
family.
Tom was retired from the
Three M Company. He and
Margarita lived in St. Paul,
Minnesota where they raised
their five children.
He had a deep fondness for
the men in the Ninth, and he at-
tended and enjoyed the re-
unions every year after he
retired.
Thomas J. has gone away
His time had come, he couldn't
stay.
He smiled and waved in his gen-
tle way








Five years & 2 months now
I've been in Ron Joy Nursing
Home. Not very exciting but I
still have my wife coming to me
everyday. Still hoping to hear
from more of my buddies.
I enjoy my wife reading the
letters in the Octofoil to me.
I had started this letter to you
the day before Bill was taken to
the hospital 6-5-90. He had two
strokes 6-6-90 and passed away
6-9-90. He was such a good
lovable man.
Thank God I saw him every
day.
I shall certainly miss him for
I am alone. I want to thank his
buddies who wrote to him and
came to see him. Made him
very happy. He was a religious
man and I know he is happy
now and not suffering.
Thank you kindly for every-
thing you did for us. Thank you
.for being our friend. Please
send me the Octofoil awhile un-
til I get used to my new life.
Thank you kindly.
PS - Please fellows, write to
someone else who is ill -






I am writing to you to include
my father's name in your
"Taps" section of your news-
paper. My father (Dan Szuhay,
39th Division. Co. D) died on
February 13th following com-
plications resulting from the
open heart surgery he had on
January 4th. Since I have
started this letter, my mother
has told me he was mentioned
in the last issue of the Octofoil.
Maybe you would include parts
of this letter that are ap-
propriate in the mail call sec-
tion.
It is somehow fitting that I
write to you about his passing
since I bought his first member-
ship. I had talked to you when
the 9th had its convention in
Detroit a few years ago. When I
read in the Detroit Free Press
that the convention was being
held at the Westin Hotel, I had
called you. Since my dad was
reluctant to join the organiza-
tion, you suggested that I give
him a gift membership into the
association. Who would have
thought that something so easy
to do would have such an im-
pact on my father's life. Since
the time he received the first
Octofoil until he lost con-
ciousness, the 9th was the sub-
ject of many conversations that
he had with people. As you may
remember, he was reverently
critical due to his past ex-
periences. Although he may not
have showed it, he was fond of
many of the people he met at
previous conventions.
Being a teacher I know peo-
ple are sometimes quick to con-
demn and slow to give praise
and recognition. I would like to
thank the many members of the
9th for being there 50 years ago
and again for the past 5 years
when you were needed. I think
you should know that you and
your wife were two people that
had an impression on my dad's
life. Some of the other friend-
ships he was developing were
important enough to him to
have as his goal in life to live to
the next convention. He had
already sent in his deposit for
the convention in Orlando. I
remember sharing pleasant
conversations with him about
our mutual friends we met
together in Harrisburg and
Hyannis, Mr. and Mrs. John
Parisi, Mr. Calvin Daniels, Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis White, Mr. and
Mrs. John Quinlan and Captain
Charles Scheffel were people he
and I met together and had
become very important to him.
My mother and he had gone to
the convention together last
year and made more friends. I
am sorry I don't know their
names so I can thank them for
him for being a friend.
When you and other leaders
of the association begin to feel
depressed because of all the
headaches and complaints you
have to endure to make the
organization exist, remember
that what you are doing is im-
portant to many that do not
take the time to say "Thank
You." My father and I were ap-
preciative of your efforts and
unfortunately did not let you
know sooner. I hope your
organization has continued suc-
cess for many years. Thank you
for letting my father and me be
part of it.
Tom Billings








60th Inf Med Det
James Scotta
60th Inf I Co
Edward Shobel
39th Inf E Co
Gladys Murell
Wife of Benjamin, 39th Inf
John Krasnowski
47th Inf M Co
With saddened heart we
announce the passing of
these "Old Reliables". May
they rest in peace. To their
loved ones we offer our
deepest sympathy.
John W. Hennelly
39th Inf L Co
Taps Sounded
And laurels of .light, and
tears of truth, .
And the mantel of immor-
tality;
And the flowers of love and
of immortal youth,
And the tender heart-tokens
of all true ruth-
And the everlasting victory!
And the breath and bliss of
Liberty;
And the loving kiss of
Liberty;
And the welcoming light of
heavenly eyes,
And the over-calm of God's
canopy;
And the infinite love-span of
the skies
That cover the valleys of
Paradise-
For all of the brave who rest
with thee;









84th FA B Btry
Howard Eugstler
15th Engrs. C Co
I believe that you publish a
list of members of the Ninth In-
fantry Division who have died.
Therefore, I am sending you a
copy of my husband's obituary
who passed away on May 12,
1990. I have listed his Army
Serial Number above. He en-
listed in the U.S. Army on Jan.
14, 1942 and was discharged on
Dec. 19, 1946 with the rank of
Captain. He later served in the
U.S. Army Reserves and at-
tained the rank of Major.
Mrs. Theodore R. Curry
507 Cherry Street
Punxsutawney, Pa. 15767
Our comrade Wally Anderson
passed away March 26th, 1990.
He was a member of the 9th
Signal Co. during WWII. He and
his wife Sara attended the two
mini reunions that were held in
Hazleton, P A by the 9th Signal,
and also was planning on
attending again this year. We
know that God holds this great
patriot in the hollow of his hand.
Condolences to Sara may be
sent to Mrs. Wallace L. Ander-






Charlie Bodnar A-T Company 47th sends this photo taken in Fort
Bragg about the time the new helmets were issued (I942).
Shown I to r: Roginski KIA in France, Henry Cassata and Bod-
nar.
Mini-Reunion held last Spring in Madison, Wis., by the Il-
linois Chapter and Mid Western groups are shown at their
nin the 1991 Reunion.
G.\V. Snead sends this photo taken in Sicily of some of the
fellows from Hq. Bty. 60th FA. Shown left to right stan-
ding: William Anderson, Gaetona D'Amato and Paul
Poth. Front row I-r, G.W. Snead, M.H. Crew, Florenz
Froelicher. Story appears i~ Mail Call.
Engineers, attention!!!! Only a few booster names have been
sent in! ! ! Let's fill a page with names of us who are living to the
memory of the buddies we left behind, just $2.00 a name.
.LriI
Woody Lockwood dug this photo up when he was cleaning out
belongings from the old homestead, as they prepared to move to
smaller and newer quarters. Photo was taken in March 1944
(England) after the troops had been reviewed by Prime
Minister Churchill, Generals Eisenhower, Bradley and Eddy.
Shown left to right: Woody, Lt. Joseph Glide, Captain Jesse
Nivens (KIA), Lt. Joseph Centierine, Lt. Parnett. Members of
Company D 47th Infantry.
R~d Phillips who keeps the M/47 group together sends
thIS photo taken way back when - he calls a Stringed Or-
chestra. Red did not ID the men perhaps some one of
members will recall th~ir names.
9th MEDS
J. OTTO LOTTES, M.D.
2646 Michigan
St. Louis, Missouri 63118
It was just by accident that I
found in a journal (I don't
remember which one) a notice
that the 9th Infantry Division
was having a reunion this year
in June.
I sure was pleased and elated
that the Division was having
annual meetings. Had I known
that before I would have attend-
ed a lot of them.
Since I was the Medical In-
spector I was not assigned to
any unit. I reported directly to
the Division Commander. I
think that he was a 2 star
General and I don't even
remember his name. I joined
the Division in late March or
early April 1945. The last sta-
tion that I remember was at
Kothen (I think that was the
name) Germany. It was near
an Airfield and about 10 miles
or so from Dessau. Dessau was
at the Junction of the Rivers
Elb & Mulde.
Since all my duty had been in
Hospitals before I joined the 9th
I used to make my inspections
very tough and I put that in ef-
fect when I inspected the
latrines and kitchens. When I
finished my first round of in-
spections the General re-
quested that I was to ease up on
them as they were too stringent
for the field kitchens. The Mess
Sergeants were complaining.
Then, too, my inspections were
made unannounced. I yielded to
his orders and notified each one
when I would pay them a visit.
He also said that they may even
give me a piece of fresh baked
pie. How right he was.
Just about 2 weeks before the
war ended in Germany General
Craig informed me of a
message that he had just gotten
from a courier. It was ultra
secret and that he and I were
the only persons that would
know of it. He said that Hitler
could not win the war as they
had no tanks or planes or
gasoline to speak of and it was
just a matter of time. He said'
when the war ends he had
orders to send every trained
medical soldier, including all
the medical officers back to the
states on the first available
transportation for 3 months of
intense training for the invasion
of Japan which would start in
Early September. They ex-
pected to lose 1,000,000 killed.
and 5 million wounded. He also
said if this leaks out it would be
my butt. He also said that he
could keep one trained Doctor
here and he picked me. He also
said that if I accepted the offer, % /j~.••
I would have to stay one whole
year after the European war
ends. He said that I had almost
7 years of military experience
and that he wanted to keep a
well seasoned and trained Doc-
tor to stay here and run the
medical corps. I agreed so I did
not leave Germany until May
1946. I got a Bronze Medal for
making the Ice Cream in com-
bat. I got it before the war end-
ed. I also was promoted to a
Lieutenant Colonel. .
When I returned to the states
I had to start over as an Intern
again as I had not treated
anyone after I left Denver in
February 1941. I was the Com-
manding Officer at the Hospital
when Dutch Harbor"was bomb-
ed by the Japanese.




Enclosed, please find check
for three years dues and a
small donation to the memorial
fund. I would also like to send a
warm "hello" to my buddies
from "H" Company - especial-
ly Sanner, Stroud, Oppy and
Wally Oniell.




7927 State Road 52
Hudson, FL 34667
I have listened to Jack Buck, the
Baseball announcer, of many
Radio Broadcasts. He recently
signed a contract as Baseball An-
nouncer/Commentator for the
CBS National TV Network. What I
did not know about Jack Buck was
that he was a member of [he 9th
Inf. Div. in World War II. I thought
that the following excerpt from the
Sport Pages of Harrisburg, Pa.
Patriot News (April 22, 1990)
would be of interest to all our 9th
Inf. Div. Association Members and
their families: Quote, "As buck
private, buck with the 9th Inf.
Div.; crossed the famous bridge at
Remagen into Germany in March
1945. Eight days later, he was
wounded in the left arm by
shrapnel from an 88-Millimeter
German Artillery piece, earning
the Purple Heart. Upon returning
to the United States he enrolled at
Ohio State majoring in radio,
speech, and broadcasting school
football and basketball games"
unquote.
I think it would be nice to get
Jack Buck as a speaker for one of
our future reunions.
Time is getting short!! Get your
room reservations for our Reunion
to the Marriot Orlando Hotel as
soon as you can. All reservation re-
quests must be received by
September 4,1900 After this date,
-aey will be accepted on a space
available basis. Details concern-
ing Banquet Seating - Table
Reservations are in your Octofoil.
As a reminder, this is our 45th An-
nual Reunion. Dates: October
4,5,6, & 7, 1990.
Remember "B" Co. Buddies:
Ten (0) persons will be assigned
to each table. When making reser-
vations please indicate that you
are with "B" Co. 47th. Keep well
and have a great Summer!! Let's
keep the column going by keeping
in touch!! Enjoy yourselves to the
fullest each and every day! !
Pat J. Morano








My father. Carle Winfield
Taylor. was a proud member of
the 9th Infantry Division during
WWII. He attended manv of the
reunions and sometimes I join-
ed him and had great fun. My
father pa~ _ away two years
ago. but I still enjoy eading
THE OCTOFOIL.
In my job. I work counseling
"f'terans. preparing them for
the civilian work world. One
such veteran I worked with was
in the U.S.M.C. He even attend-
ed my father's funeral.
This veteran knew my Dad
was in the 9th Infantry Division
so one day he brought in some
papers he had in Vietnam and
shared them with me.
One particular paper
describes a crash of a UH-34 Ar-
my .airc~aft. The paper
deserl bes I tems anti personnel
found on board. To my amaze-
ment a cigarette ligh~er was
found with the inscription 9th
Infantry Division.
I wanted to share this infor-
mation to the members of the
9th. Hopefully, someone may
know of this event on April 26
1968 in Vietnam, and know wh~
this lighter may have belonged
to.
My sincere best wishes for a
great reunion in October. I will
.always feel a part of the 9th. I
was in the Army for 4 years.
and I know what kind of bond
people can develop.
TO "B" i :17th) OR NOT TO "B"
Art Stenzel advised all our "B"
Co. Buddies that he is now living in
a residential/retirement com-
munity. Art would like to hear
from all our "B" Co. Buddies. His
address is: Art Stenzel, Baypoint
Village, 7927 State Road 52, Hud-
son, Florida 34667.
It is different to realize that our
former Regimental Commander
(Gen. Randle) is no longer with us.
I personally had wonderful
memories of Gen. Randle during
our days at Ft. Bragg back in
1941-42. There was that last time
(before going overseas) I was his
orderly for a week-end and he of-
fered me a week-end pass. I was
ever grateful for that pass because
it gave the the opportunity to
spend a wonderful week-end with
my relatives and also getting the
opportunity to attend a CBS Radio
Broadcast in New York, featuring
the great music of Glen Miller and
his band, which turned out to be
the band's last performance in the
states before Glen Miller's depar-
ture for Military Service Over-
seas.
Gr@@tings once again to all our
"B" Co. Buddies as well as to our
friends who correspond or call us
from time to time. Our weather
has been rainy for the most part in
our Cumberland Valley - how-
ever, it's still a beautiful day in
Pennsylvania!
Phone calls have been received
from Johnny Compagnone, Joe
Cichocki, Art Stenzel, and Jane
Bentley from way down "Georgia
Way". Johnny "C" has been
visiting his doctor for a leg pro-
blem which has cut down on his
physical and daily activities -
however, he still manages to golf
once a week. Johnny is hoping that
he will be able to get to our Reu-
nion in Orlando. Joe and Stella
Cichocki are doing well and will at-
tend our Reunion, come October.
Jane Bentley's phone call was to
let us know that her husband "B"
Co. Buddy George Bentley under-
went Triple-By-Pass Heart
Surgery in June. The operation
was performed at a VA Hospital in
Atlanta, Ga. Jane tells us that she
was most pleased with the treat-
ment and care given George at the
VA Hospital. George was in inten-
sive care at the time Jane phoned
us. On behalf of all our "B" Co.
Buddies, we extend best wishes to
you George, for a speedy re-
covery! Jane said that George
would like to hear from our "B"
Co. Buddies. His address is -George
W. Bentley, Jr., P.O. Box 206, Con-
yers, Ga. 30207. O.K. Buddies,
make George happy!! George and
Jane have been most active with
Veteran's groups in their area.
Jane with her volunteer work and
George making Peg Puzzle Boards
for hospitalized Veterans.
1 am also honored and proud to
own the three original books writ-
ten by General Randle (and per-
sonally autographed to me). 1st
one titled "Safi . Adventure", the
story of the 47th Regiment Combat
Team's First Operation describing
the actual detail~ of our landings,
November 8th 1942, French
Mo.roll.
2nd titled: "Ernie Pyle Comes
Ashore And Other Stories". This
book was written by General
Randle, who was Assistant Divi-
sion Commander in 1945 of the 77th
Inf. Division, in the Pacific, and
describe how Ernie Pyle met his
end on the island of IE Sima
visiting the men of the 77th Inf.
Division, after spending his last
afternoon and night with General
Randle.
General Randle's last book, 3rd
titled: "The Brothers", a novel of
the early settlement of Southern
Illinois. This book is dedicated to
General Randle's Great-Great
Grandfather, Daniel Stookey
0773-1835) who was one of the ear-
ly pioneers who settled in Southern
Illinois Territory before it became
the State of Illinois.
F Company 47th Infantry
The list of those going to
Orlando in October continues to
grow, and our CP fund con-
tinues to grow with it. To date I
have heard from the following
people: George Brown, Frank
Gonzol, Bob DeSandy, Jim
Leopold, Tex Hoffler, Bill
Biuemi, Earl Wilkey, Jack
Armstrong, Otto Geyer, Ken
Yennie, Theresa Repetti
(Tony's widow who wants us to
have a drink on Tony), Vinney
Guglielmino, Charlie Williams,
Phil Maresca, Bob Landis,
George King, and Charles
Rochelle. Not all the aforemen-
tioned will be in attendance in
Orlando, but most of them will,
and those who won't will be
with us in spirit.
Earl Wilkey called me yester-
day to thank me for sending out
those order forms with your ad-
dress stickers on them. The
results were heartwarming.
Earl said that they had the best
week of sales ever, and prac-
tically all checks are accom-
panied with the order form
withe the address labels on
them. I just knew that you guys
wouldn't let Wilkey down. He
was quite moved and thanked
me profusely for my role. I told
him that his thanks were
misplaced, that you guys are
the ones to be thanked.
Therefore, I am passing along
Earl's heartfelt thanks for your
purchases, and I want to re-
mind those of you who failed to
send in a check that you are in
danger of missing out on one
helluva book, and I might re-
mind you that it is a First Edi-
tion of one helluva book. Earl
tells me that some people have
expressed an interest in mak-
ing a movie of the work. He has
heard from many former PW's
who were on that march, and
they all vouch for the authen-
ticity of the account as Earl
tells it, and many of them ex-
press amazement at Earl's
ability to portray the long ago
events so vividly that reading
the book transported them back
over forty-five years of time
and thousands of miles of space
to the ugly horror of The Long
March. I hope more of you will
buy the book, not only those
who knew Earl but all who serv-
ed with the Ninth Infantry Divi-
sion during those hellish years
of the forties. I urge you to send
you $22.50 checks to Girtman
press, 1900 Holly Oaks Lakes
Road, Jacksonville, Florida
32225. You'll be glad you did.
Also, Earl informed me that he
will autograph all books in
Orlando in October. Just bring
them to the F Co 47th CP where
Wilkey will be meeting his
public.
Marie Torkachek called me
last week to let me know that
she was going to fly down to
Orlando with three or four of
her lovely daughters. It is
always good to see Marie. She
has won a place in the hearts of
all F Company men and their
wives. She sounded great on the
phone. She has evidentally set-
tled back into a life of tranquili-
ty in rural Pennsylvania, and
we all know that Marie has cer-
tainly earned her life of tran-
quility.
Ted' Repetti dropped me a
note to let me know that she had
ordered Wilkey's book.. We all
know how fond Tony was of
Wilkey. Wilkey was on KP so
often that many of the new men
in the company believed that he
was one of the cooks, or
possibly even the mess
sergeant. She also made a very
generous contribution to our CP
fund, so Tony's boys could have.
a drink on him (though I know
how Tony worried about us
drinking too much and getting
into trouble ---who us'? He was
like a mother hen to many of
us).
Gloria Putt, Stanley's widow,
dropped me a note with a
change of address. I'm on the
horn with George King a couple
times a month. They may not
be able to make the reunion this
year, but Lucy and I will be
making our yearly pilgrimage
to Lake Canandaguaia (I don't
guarantee that spelling) where
we'll spend some time with
George and Mary. I get to see
Frank Gonzol, Lou Slatnick,
and Jack Finnigan on a regular
basis. Jack and Slats were
unable to make the last meeting
of the New Jersey Chapter, but
I did get to have a nice visit
with Ken Yennie, Gonzol, Paul
Giarraputo, and Whitey
Waszkiewicz. Milt Zucker was
unable to make that meeting,
but he previously assured me
that he would be with us in
Orlando, and furthermore, that
he would preside at the CP.
Jack Finnigan had a good day
at the Atlantic City crap tables,
after which he and Bette took
off for thre weeks in England
where Bette as able to spend
many happy hours with her
family, while Jack spent some
happy hours with his favorite
bartenders.
Lou and Marion Slatnick are
currently entertaining
Marion's brother and sister-in-
law who are visiting them from
Israel where they live on a kib-
butz. They plan to visit
Washington, Philadelphia, and
Toronto. Then they will return
to Jersey after which her
brother will fly to London to
spend some time with his fami-
ly there while his wife flies to
Los Angeles to attend a con-
ference before embarking for.
Israel.
Otto Geyer invited Lucy and ~
me to spend a few days with
them in St. Petersburg when we
go to the reunion. I'd love to
take him up on it, but I doubt
that Lucy will have enough
time off at that time. The Satur-
day after the reunion we have a
wedding scheduled in Vermont.
Y'all know how important wed-
dings are these day. As m~
friend Harry Meaney used to
say, "What the hell, you only-
get married once in a while!"
I spoke with Bob DeSandy
last week. He and Florence are
living in an apartment since the
real estate people sold their
house right out from under
them. In just a couple more
months he and Florence will be
moving into their retirement









Enclosed you will find a
check for my dues. Also you
will find a snapshot of some
fellows from Hq. Btry. 60th
F.A. Bn. This picture was taken
near Saflu, Sicily in 1943. They
are standing left to right -
William Anderson, Gactona
D'Amato, Florenz Froelicher,
front row myself, M.H. Crew
Jr., and Paul Poth.
So far I have not been able to
attend any reunions. But I have
enjoyed the Octofoil. I read
every word of it, don't ever
hear much from the 60th F .A.
Come on fellows, let's hear
from you. I have stayed in con-
tact with several of the old bud-
dies. I understand through John
Shea of Taunton, Mass. that
William Anderson is no longer
with us. Bless his heart.




Hope to be at the reunion, if I
am able. I had my second
stroke, but am feeling better.
THE OCTOFOIL
"TRIBUTE"
47th In£. M. Co.
HAROLD WERNER
315 Ash
Copperas Cove, Texas 76522
The announcement of the
death of General (Colonel>
Randle, revived memories of
former times in the 47th Infan-
try. My first recollection of the
distinguished looking pipe
smoking man, wearing eagles
on his shoulders, occured at
Fort Bragg as he moved about,
seemingly observing every
man under his command.
His most memorable speech
was delivered on the regimental
parade ground shortly before
we left Fort Bragg. "Men of the
47th Infantry combat team" , he
addressed us. The subject of his
talk pertained to the undisclos-
ed mission on which we were
about to embark. He was dis-
appointed in the number of GIs
who had gone AWOL, which he
supposed were trying to avoid
going overseas. "For the rest of
you", he said, "if you want to
go over the hill, I'm giving you
another chance". "This is a
man's outfit", he continued,"
and I want to separate the men
from the boys'. Shortly there-
after, as I was climbing the
slippery gang plank at Norfolk,
I hoped that I was filling thtf,-r
shoes of a man.
We saw Colonel Randle on a
daily basis during the "condi-
tioning hike" from Safi to Port
Lyautey, and I'm convinced
that he saw everyone of us from
his reviewing position on the
side of the road. Observing
everyone, he made certain that
all were properly dressed for
the occasion, with jackets zip-
ped and pants in their leggings.
My left foot broke down
marching in the Casablanca
parade, but I was determined to
finish the hike, limping the last
90 miles to the cork forest. For
the majority, I would say that
the march was a personal
challenge to one's physical en-
durance. Comments were
heard daily questioning the
necessity of the extensive walk-
ing. Bill Elliot of the Mortar
Platoon, making his regular
comments, was of the opinion
that if we could have walked on
water, we would have walked
across. Colonel Randle's pro-
mise of "chicken and hot
biscuits for dinner", remained
a popular quotation for the
duration plus.
At EI Guettar, we faced an
enemy with 3 or 4 years ex-
perience in their favor. The Jer-
ries had the "Desert Fox", but
to our advantage, we had "The
Bear", as he is referred to in
Red Phillip's eulogy. His
fearless leadership and ability
to hold the regiment together
after the first disastrous day,
was an inspiration to the men in
his command. Among many
stories, one is fold of "Big Dad-
dy" General Eddy making his
daily tour of the front line and
cautioning Randle to keep his
head down. Randle explained,
"that's the only way I can see
what's going on out there".
After EI Guettar, former com-
plaints of Colonel Randle's long
foot marches subsided in
respect to his outstanding com-
bat performance.
The last days under the com-
mand of Colonel Randle were
spent in a semi-rest period at
Magenta. Movies were shown
in the amphitheater on a dusty
hillside across the road from
the bivouc area. After the
desert sun set on a 100 degree
day, radiational cooling set in
for the night, sending the flies
into seclusion and causing us to
wear our field jackets. In a
relaxed state in the darkness,
an individual failed to zip his
jacket. To his surprise, he was
approached by the pipe smok-
in~ man wearing the eagles on
his shoulders and reminded to
zip up his jacket. Some of you'
guys may remember the night
the movie was interrupted as
the generator trailer got on the
loose and rolled down the hill.
In his farewell speech, I
remember Colonel Randle
stating "I feel like a deserter to
be leaving." It's my opinion
that the majority of men had a
feeling. of security under his
leadership and would have
preferred for him to continue,
but considered his promotion
well deserved. I'm sure the foot
marches would have been
shortened in Europe, due to
lack of walking space.
Red Phillips has done an out-
standing job of locating former
M Co 47th men. I've talked to
some buddies that. I had not
heard from since WW II. Red's
surprise visit to Texas last year
was one of the high lights of the
year.
As a sort of a self styled
historian, I spend considerable
time exploring cemeteries. I'm
especially in search of V.A.
markers and occasionally I find
a deceased 9th man. I prefer
the earlier markers, stating the
service unit of the veteran. I
wish that the VA would have
continued the practice. Maybe
'Hwmetlinfluential 9th veteran
could persuaGe'i:tl!6i.J.VA to go
back to the former- market6
Last year, on the cemetery at
Moody Texas, I located the VA
marker of a 47th Inf. buddy,
-Lee R. Burgess, Texas, Staff
Sgt. 47th Inf 9th Div. World War
II, Feb. 17, 1920 - March 9,1945.
Some of you may remember
him as a member of a company
in the first battalion 47th.
Burgess with 30 of us were in
the same draft from Coryell
County Texas, being inducted
Jan. 22 1942.
After basic training at Camp
Wolters Texas, we were assign-
ed to the 47th Infantry at Fort
Bragg May 1, 1942. Throughout
the war, on occasions we would
accidently meet long enough to
engage in a short conversation.
Our last meeting was near the
Rhine River crossing early in
March 1945. With the war win-
ding down, I thought to myself,
"I guess Burgess will make it
through the war." I was shock-
ed to hear that he was killed so
near to the end. He not only
gave his life for his country, but
almost fought the entire war
before doing so.
A man is never safe in a war.
My hope and prayer for the
human race is that a better
solution can be found to settle
international differences.
P.S.
My typing is not professional.
After decades as a farmer and
cowboy, my service in the Ar-
my, a career in the welders
trade, with my limited knowl-
edge and education, I'm at-
tempting to write about my life-
time experiences. Since I've
retired from a card punching
job, I'm trying to teach myself
to type. I started out at the rate
of 4% words per minute and
now I've escalated to 5.
60th In£. Hq. Co. 2nd Bn.
HARRY S. SAGER
306 W. 4th St.
Fostoria, Ohio 44830
My wife Blondina and I will
not be in Orlando for this year's
reunion.
We made plans to tour East
and West Germany,
Czechoslovakia, Poland,
Hungary the last week in Sept.
and three weeks in Oct. 1990.
Hope to make the next one.
Blondina and I are in good
health.
Our best wishes to all the 9th




John Wessmiller 60th Inf A Co
11 Wequasset Way,
Chatham, Mass. 02366
John sends this article that
appeared In his local
newspaper regarding h;s ordeql
while with .the Ninth.
Chatham man relates escape
from Nazis on 'borrowed' bike
By DAVID CURRAN
Cape Cod Newspapers Staff
"Dear Sir:
I am writing this letter in
order to repay a debt that was
instrumental in saving my
life."
So begins Chapter 2 of the
story of a man and a bicycle,
one story that links two lives
across almost half a century
and a quarter of the globe, a
story of two small triumphs in
the Allied victory over the
Nazis in World War II.
Chapter 1 begins not long
after D-Day, June 6, 1944, and
not far from Utah Beach, one of
the Americans' landing areas
in the Normandy invasion.
John Wessmiller, who now
lives in Chatham, was a first
lieutenant in the 9th Infantry
Division, which landed at Utah
Beach and began working its
way west across the base of the
Cotentin Peninsula in an
ultimately successful effort to
isolate a very large contingent
of Nazi troops - perhaps
200,000 - at Cherbourg on the
peninsula's northern tip.
Little more than a week ~J:,
his unit had fought its way west
to within about three miles of a
village called Barneville, near
the peninsula's west coast.
'I'll take you to Berlin'
On June 15 or 16, Wessmiller
was one of 13 officers and men
who set out to site and establish
a new command post still farth-
er west.
"We were an experienced
division that went into Norman-
dy," Wessmiller said. "We
broke through faster than the
other divisions, and the situa-
tion was pretty damn fluid."
The five-jeep reconnaissance
group stopped at least twice on
its westward trek, the first time
when it came upon another
recon jeep occupied by two
dead American soldiers. The
senior officers of the party
discussed their position at each
stop, and the commander
decided to press on. The last
time they stopped, he moved
Wessmiller into the lead jeep
with him.
The jeep was unarmed, and
Wessmiller asked the com-
mander for permission to
return to his original, well-
fortified jeep to get a weapon.
"He says to me," Wessmiller
recalled, "John, you stay with
me and I'll take you to Berlin."
Those were the commander's
last words, for around the next
bend, "There was what seemed
like the whole German army,"
said Wessmiller.
He dove from the jeep, losing
his helmet on the way, and the
Germans, though themselves
surprised, quickly realized
their advantage and blanketed
the area with anti-tank gun and
automatic weapon fire.
"All I remember is that no
one was firing, except Ger-
mans," he said. "We had been
ambushed in a most horrible
way."
'They should've got me'
He tried to escape in one jeep
that was still running, but it
was hit and burst into flame. He
was burned and knocked into a
culvert, but "I didn't feel
anything.' ,
He escaped through and over
a series of hedgerows, with
enemy fire missing him each
step of the way.
"To this day, I don't know
how the hell I survived and 12
others didn't," he said. "They




3rd Bn. dropped in for lunch.
According to our Winterville
friend, Gunter was a very
observant fellow and he stuck
around when the bulk of the
natives were evacuated. I've
written von der Weiden but I'm
sure he would like to hear from
others willing to share that ex-
perience from Sept. to Nov. '44.
Bob Story of Ronan MT sends
another batch of WWII photos
everytime dear wife springs
with his allowance. He writes:
"One nice thing about Montana
is that we don't have much 'spit
and polish' here where it's 99%
blue jean country." I know that
very will since we've been
vacationing with friends up
there for years. They live just
up the road a piece from Ronan
and I hope to see Bob there
before the snow falls again.
Some of Bob's photos may be
reproduced in this "Octofoil."
Red Phillips
14002 Hemlock Dr.
Penn Valley, Ga 95946
Name
Enclosed in my Check or Money Order




Wearing the Octofoil on my
right shoulder always gave me
great pride -- the 9th Infantry
Div. Hitlers nemesis left its
mark on history.
In traveling around the world
I always look for men who wore
the 9th Div. patch on his hat, pin
or patch on their clothing. Last
month while in Fort Worth,
Texas, I saw a man who wore
the Octofoil pin and a miniature
S/Sgt. strips on his right pocket
of his shirt.
I stopped him and asked if he
had served with the 9th Div. He
proudly said, "Yes, Sir, from
late September '42 until
Maknassy." Come to find out
Bob Burky Co. L 60th joined the
60th while we were at chicken
road staging area, Ft. Bragg,
N.C. He made the invasion of N.
Africa and was with the 3rd Bn.
when they secured the Port
Lyanty Airport.
While fighting at Maknassy
Bob attempts to rescue two of
his wounded fellow soldiers
when an 88 exploded (too close)
and when he woke up he was in
an ambulance heading for the
rear ending up at the 21st Gen.
Hosp. After recovering he was
placed on limted duty and
assigned to the 178th M.P. Rail-
way & Port Co. serving in N.
Africa and Italy. Burky is pro-
ud of his service with Co. 60th
Inf. We had numerous oppor-
tunities to relive WWII since we
met and always talk about our
experiences in the 9th Div.
Bob has a list of over 20 9th
Div. Vets that live in the metro
area and were going to attempt
to form a local chapter. If you
Texans are interested please
write or phone me at above ad-
dress.
If anyone would like to con-
tact Bob Burky write him at 8
Whispering Meadows, Joshua,
TX 76059.
See you at the Reunion in Oct.
'90.
State____ Zip _City _
The Matt Urban Storv
This is one soldier's personal
history of war experiences. The
narrative is different. So is the
book - "The Matt Urban
Story." Its print is larger for
easier reading by old soldiers.
Supporting photos and facts are
grouped on the left. In this way,
the data does not impede the
reader's progress.
Urban's book is a partici-
pative book. Veterans can
create their personal diary by
memoir notes between lines or
on the photos and facts pages. A
legacy can be formed for chil-
dren and grand-children.
Matt Urban Story
The Matt Urban story is about a soldier who persevered - A
patriot who led his troops to victory against overwhelming odds
- A human being who never placed self above service to his
country or fellow soldier. It's his story of personal valor and the
heroism of the men with whom he served.
Card # Exp. Date _
Make check payable to: "The Matt Urban Story Inc", P.O. Box
2004, Holland, MI 49422-2004
Book ordered by:
To: Mich. Residents add 4%
State Sales Tax:
Total amount of my order: $ _
To: Col. Urban: Ship copies of your book, "The Matt
Urban Story"
Please Personalize and Dedicate
Charge my __Visa or __ Mastercard __
To: @ $20.00 per book: $ _
($3.00/ea. book) for shipping & handling:
To: _
Tried to forget this, but the
bitter dose started when we
were sent to Garmisch from In-
glostadt. First insult was to
remove our beloved Octofoil
and put on their, "blank" Ar-
mored Division insignia.
Charlie Hoffman always said,
the 9th Division never got
enough credit. That went right
down to the individual man who
served all his time in the 9th.
Second insult came when we
were leaving to go to Le Havre
- they told us to put, "?" Infan-
try insignia on our left sleeve
and sew, "blank" Armored
Division on right sleeve. Can't
remember what they told us to
do with the Octofoil - among
our souvenirs maybe! I only
hope that the "Old Reliables"
who formed the 9th back in
Bragg in '41 and '42 were
treated with respect when they
were discharged - as all of us
should have been.
As we went through the Ger-
man countryside we saw many
rear echelon soldiers with their
Fraulein girl friends in tow -
these were the same people who
we were told not to fraternize
with - it is verbatim. Were we
jealous? No, not even bitter,
because we were so glad to go
home.
The next and last insult
came, as Edmund mentioned
when they put on my discharge
the "?" Infantry unit I came
home with. That might not be
the last insult as they may put
on my G.L Cemetery marker
once again the unmentionable.
I told my wife not to let that
happen or I won't rest in peace.
If the army justifies this shabby
treatment by saying it was ex-
pedient to discharge honorable
men this way, I ask what they
were doing during the light
campaigns and three years we
served with no other unit, but
the famed 9th Infantry Divi-
sion. If this bitter abusive at-
tack against the Army sounds
unreasonable it's only because
of the pride we had in our sevice
to the 9th. When you went in the
service they tried hard to instill
pride in you so what happened?
Off the soap box. Close on a
high note. We vacationed in
Longboat Key, near Sarasota,
Florida and it was very plea-
sant. We stayed in a retirement
Mobile Park and the people
went out of their way to make
you feel welcome. Every morn-
ing it was customary to take a
walk along the beach. It was a
nice touch to have everyone
say, "Hello" with a smile.
Reminds me of one of my
favorite bumper stickers -
"Wear a smile, one size fits
all. "
Besides, who knows when one
of our compadres might get in
trouble in some gaesthaus in
Deutschland and need his help.
Incidentally, I saw the Am-
bassador on PBS the other
night. It was a panel discussion
chaired by William F. Buckley
about how we should view the
prospect of a re-united Ger-
many. Our M-er handled
himself superbly in the midst of
some pretty heavy sniping.
"Good training with M," I
thought.
Speaking of travels, Ed Wills
of Florence KY reported that
they and the Conda Knees
(Newark OH) were off to Merry
Olde England for three weeks. I
wonder if they got back to "The
Swan?"
John B. Evans of Macon GA
wrote of how in '46 he returned
with his wife to Boyertown PA
to visit her relatives. He found
Larry Reifsnyder operating the
Esso station there and, after
some war stories, he had Larry
fill the tank. When the job was
done John pulled a worn and
crumpled 2o-mark note of the
3rd Reich from his wallet and Co. B. 15th Eng.
slapped it in Larry's hand. RICHARD C. MC GRATH
Larry only smiled and refused 2856 West 85th Street
proper payment. John wants to Chicago, Ilinois 60652
know, since he just came across As usual I am waiting for the
some more of those 2o-mark next issue of the Octofoil. To all
notes, whether they'ra ..still~mLft1e men- and women who are
redeemable inBoyertlCMB:1~ responsible for putting out the
I h~d Sa~'f):aper of ~inity paper we are indebted.
AL mIxed upWlth Roy HaIre of Like all the others have told
Ducktown TN so we had an ex- me the Octofoil is one of the
change. Sam's fine and asks to highlights of their lives. So
be remembered. Roy still owes much thanks is deserved by the
me. dedicated staff who enrich our
Looking for more excitement days.
I guess, Roy left M in Sicily and This extreme hot weather
joined the Rangers for their in- reminds me of the days after
vasion of Italy. I was looking the North African Campaign.
for contact with any Ranger They had sent us to the area
veterans' organization through south of Oran where we were
which I might learn more of ordered to take siesta's during
their action on Djebel Berda at the afternoon heat. Even that
EI Guettar prior to our attack. didn't stop a lot of us from get-
Djebel Berda was that high ting dysentery or as was
peak to the south of our sector popularly know as the G.I.'s.
but which dominated every- Sidi Bel Abbes was close by
thing that went on in the area. but I recall that we were sent t~
Two battalions of the 18th In- the hospital in Magenta. It was
fantry, as well as the Rangers, so epidemic that I thought our
held that ground until elements days in W.W. II were over.
of the 10th Panzer Division Maybe I am exaggerating?
pushed them out a few days Anyone our there recall? On the
b.efore our attack. The 9t~ Divi- way from Port Lyantey to Ed
SIOn apparently planned Its at- Guettar in February we stayed
tack without any of the benefit at a race track near the Tic-
of their experience. I now have meen and during the night our
a copy of our division's after- shelter half tents came down on
action report and in it, General top of us from the weight of the
Eddy cites quite candidly his snow - that was only five mon-
poor terrain analysis as the ths before, near Sidi Bel Abbes.
cause. o~ th~ de~a~ in ac- Hey, the memory ain't so good
comphshmg hIS ~lsslon at El - so anyone want to jump in
Guettar. I am CurIOUS as to why and add or correct the details.
there wasn't better dope I made my annual Memorial
available for him to plan upon. Day visit to Holy Sepulcher
Specifically, my research is Cemetery to honor the
directed to finding out more of veterans. I was pleased to see
what went wrong for us on 28 the parade continue and a large
March 1943 when the 47th lost group in attendance.
more men that morning than There's been much talk that
Custer at Little Big Horn. the celebrating of Memorial.rve been cor~espondi~g with Day has seen its observance
BIll Horan, ROSIe, Berme Ben- and interest diminish. After the
nick, Joe Farrelkl, Julian Kadis Mass, I went to my brother's
and Bill Kowalczyk about that grave to pay my respects.
Bloody 28th and there'll be Alongside of his grave is a
more on this to follow. veteran from the Big Red One
I'm also interested in learn- who was K.LA. at about the
ing of the EI Guettar fracas as same time. Because of their
seen from the other side. I've front line duty I thought they
wondered whether there are should be further honored by
veterans of the 10th Panzer having a gold star on their G.!.
Division who are still alive and grave markers.
able to shed some light? In this As the program was about to
connection, a search-for-Mers start a look-a-like of Dan
ad that I placed ~ while back in Quinn's approached the
the VFW Magazme may have microphone to start the
produced something. A fellow proceedings - I had to shake
in Winterville N.C wrote ~hat he my head (ever thought that
had been workmg on hIS own hurts) to make sure it wasn't
unit history (776th FA Bn) and our Dan. No event seems right
he had a Germa~ correspo~d- unless Dan Quinn gets it going.
ent who had mentIoned a deSIre In the last Octofoil Edmund
to be put in touch with veterans Tuenge of the 47th ~anted to
of the 47th Infantry Regiment. know if anyone besides himself
Small world, eh? . had his discharge marked with
Gunte.r von der Welden, any unit besides the one he
Oberstemstrasse 38, D-5190, served in. Have I got a reply,
.Stolberg, Fed. Rep. of Ge~- pull up a chair while I get on my
many, was a 10 year-old reSI- soap box.
dent of Schevenhutte when the
M Company (47th In£.)
Chronicler
We win some - lose some.
Bad new first. I regret having
to pass on that John
Krasnowski, once platoon
sergeant of the mortarmen,
died March 18th at Carteret NJ
(heart) . John and Jim
Jamoulis, it will be
remembered, served from
Bragg days through everything
without a scratch until early'45
when they were selected to
return home and jack up the
lagging efforts of armament
workers. They were treated as
the heroes they were, met all
the high brass and politicians
and shared the spotlight with
movie stars. It was a fitting
reward for a job well done and
it never changed the basic good
character of either. A tip of the
old steel pot goes to John.
You didn't know that M Com-
pany had in its ranks aboard
the USS Lyon enroute to Safi a
young shavetail who went on in
the Army to become a three-
star general. Director of CIA
and who is now the US Am-
bassador to West Germany.
Vernon A. Walters has rejoined
M/47 and sends his greetings.
I became aware of having
something in common with the
Ambassador when he had pub-
lished and I read his memoirs,
"Secret Missions," which for
the most part covers his career
in miliUwy and national in-
telligence. The book starts with
his activities at Safi where he
was a linguist assigned to the
47th to interrogate the
prisoners taken. Then, more re-
cently, while researching the
Randle obituary, I received a
copy of a roster of the
regiment's officers enroute to
Safi. This included Walter's
name and assignment tu M
while a member of the regi-
ment.
A humorous incident that
Walters related in his book con-
cerned his problem that first
night ashore with so many
POWs and too few guards. He
had the POWs penned up on the
second floor of one of those
warehouses at the phosphate
dock. When it got dark he decid-
ed to slip upstairs and mingle
with the prisoners hoping to
evesdrop on their conversations
and learn more than they had
divulged when formally grilled.
Walters pulled it off and was
quite pleased with the results
until he returned downstairs to
find his pistol holster was emp-
ty.
Walters charged back up-
stairs with his guards and an-
nounced: "Someone's stolen
my pistol. I'm going to turn out
the light for a moment and
when it goes back on I want to
see that pistol on the floor
before me. Don't try to rush us
as we'll start spraying with our
Tommy Guns."
When the lights were turned
up Walters looked at the floor
and found six pistols including
his own.
What really turned me on
about Walter's book were some
words he quoted from a diary
kept enroute. He had written:
"I can not put into words the
relationship between my men
and me. It is like an electric
current that fills us both with
strength for the coming storm.
They are my strength and, in
some measure, I am theirs. We
all understand our in-
terdependence and that we can
not let each other down."
So later, when I discovered
that Walters was an M-er, even
though that assignment might
be considered a mere tech-
nicality (he departed Safi after
a few days ashore for Casa-
blanca with the armor), I con-
cluded that the man was a
damned good field soldier and
ought to be with us today.
~:: -0<-' r-













Pt. St. Lucie, FL 34952
I am writing to you to let you
know we almost lost Tony this
past month. He has been very
ill and hospitalized for the past
month. He had a gall bladder
operation and was doing very
well, until complications set in.
I don't have to tell you how de-
pressed he has been, and so I
thought I would write to you to
tell you he needs some get well
wishes from his Ninth Infantry
friends. He is doing good now,
but still in the hospital. I know
how much he thinks of the
whole organization, so how
about a card to cheer him up. It
would mean a lot to him.
Love and kisses,
Josephine Manzolilla
CO. L 47th INF.
CLARENCE F. RAY
R.D. #1, Box 77
Penn Run, P A 15765
A little update since I last
wrote to "Mail Call."
We had rented a place iiI
Dunedin, Florida for the
months of January, February
and March, 1990. On December
27, 1989 my wife Pearl had a
stroke. After two weeks in the
hospital and six weeks of
rehabilitation, we were able to
get to Florida for the month of
March. While there, we got
together with Oresto "Doc"
Russo and his lovely wife, Rose.
Once at their place on Long
Boat Key and once at our place
in Dunedin. What a lovely cou-
ple.
While in Florida, we bought a
place in Dunedin in Cedar
Creek Court, so now we have a
place to live when we so choose.
We'll go there after the Orlando
Reunion and stay for the
winter.
And thinking of the reunion, I
encourage everyone to get their
reservations made. And why
not pay for your accommoda-
tions by September 1st and save
the 10% tax. Also, your pre-
registration for Strip Tickets.
Come on all you L. Co. men,
wherever you are. Let's have a




112 N. Bridge St.
Somerville, N.J. 08876
Whoever it was said "What
fools these mortals be" knew
what he was talking about. On
the 10th of May I turned 73 and I
find myself moving again and
buying a home in N.J. Enclosed
also find my dues.
47th Inf. D Co.
AL SHIRES
4340 S.W. 2 Ct.
Plantation, Fl., 33317
My wife, Lottie and I have not
been able to attend a reunion
•since Nashville but expect to be
in Orlando this October and
hope to see some D Co. men.
Sending a check for Life
Membership. Thanks and hope
to see you in Orlando.
I • I-Nan :i §I !! ..,
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47th Iur G Co
GEORGE BAKO
5275 Monroe Ave.
San Diego, Ca. 92115
We are in good shape at the
present but sure went thru the
mill since we last saw you folks.
Paula had 3 surgeries and so
did I. Mine were cancer of the
large colon, prostate cancer,
gall bladder removal and
testicles removed. I am weak
but alert and hope to improve.
We cannot make this year's
reunion. God bless.




Here's wishing you and your
family a healthy, happy and
successful summer season and
continuation thereof.
As a member of M Co. 60th
from Fort Bragg Three Mrica,
Sicily, England, Normandy, my
luck finally ran out just before
Paris. Others were not so for-
tunate. May they rest in peace.
I often visualize and pray for
them who were mortally
wounded or severely wounded,
but the orders were to move on,
as you know the Medics would
handle those duties. After six
weeks of hospitalization, I was
sent to dispersing troops up
front from Repple Deple stag-
ing areas. I also had charge as
a non-com (S/Sgt.) assigning
troops on guard duty on supply
trains in Le Havre Rouen & La
Rouville France and Antwerp,
Belgium. Enough of that
history. Will try to make Orlan-
do.
39th Inf I Co.
LEO BANK
5139 Poppy Place
Delray Beach, FL 33484
I'm a little late because of ill-
ness with 4 bypass heart opera-
tions and two for cancer. I've
recovered pretty well now. I
guess my back is still holding
out.
.I was in' the 39th I Co. from
Normandy' to the Ramegen
Bridge when I went to the
Hospital with Combat Fatigue.
That was on March 15th, 45. So I
missed the end with the outfit.
Best regards to all.
47th Inf.
PHILIP MARISCA
RR 3 Erica Drive
Box 3152
Saylorbury, PA 18353
How are you and all our bud-
dies from good ole 9th Division.
I am sorry to say I missed
getting to all the reunions late-
ly. The last one I have been to
was in Scotch Plains, NJ, that
was quite some time ago. I sup-
pose it was because we have
moved so much, 3 times in 3
years. We are planning to move
again this fall and I hope it is
the last.
I haven't been doing anything
but working on this new house
for 3 years and not working
elsewhere.
We are moving to Arizona as
we have a daughter out there.
I am bothered with Arthritis
in my back and shoulders and I
know the warm climate will
give me relief.
I did get a few letters from
Hoppie Hopkins. I talk to him
by phone also to Whitey
Waskiewicz.
Enclosed check in for
renewal of membership. I sure
would like to see all the Ole
Buddies again. Hope it is the
next Reunion or before.
Say hello to all my buddies
and V.P. Guggy Vince
Gugielmino.
Take care and best of health
to all.
I f you are planning on moving
please notify the secretary of
your new address. It will save





N. Providnece, RI 02911
Enclosed you will find a
check for three more years of
dues and a little something for
the fund in memory of Henry
M. Craine (HQ. CO. deceased)
(formerly 15th engineers).
I saw Byron Angell at the
bank a few weeks ago. I' saw
him a few months ago and that
was the first time we had seen
each other since 4/25/45. Both
times we had long talks about
the Ninth and the "unforgetable
days." We travelled back in
time to Fort Bragg, NC, Africa,
Sicily, England, France,
Belgium, Germany. Byron and
I were inducted Feb. 19, 1941. It
was nice to see him, and he
looked well.
Best wishes to you and yours.
Also best to members of the
Association.
PS - Ran into former member
of the 15th Engineer Bn.
Sylvester Pistacchio. He seem-
ed well and we talked for a
while. Syl was accompanied by
his wife. This was the second
time I had seen them since 1945.
Sorry I could not type this
note. My typewriter is out for
repair.




Logan, W. Va. 25601
My name is Charles H.
(Buck) Stover, I was in the 9th
Division, 39th Infantry, M Com-
pany. I was 1st machine-gunner
and would like to hear from
anyone from myoId outfit. Was
in the service from 1940 to 1945
and in the North Africa cam-
paign, Sicily, France and
Belgium. I was also wounded
crossing the Rhine River in the
Battle of the Bulge. So if anyone
from my outfit remembers me I
would like to hear from you.
Am also going to the reunion at
Orlando, Florida, like to see
you there.




Enclosed check is for renewal
of my dues & Octofoil. I
misplaced the envelope & check
so therefore the reason for the
April 6 dated check. I guess this
comes with the time (being
forgetful) .
At any rate - I hope I'm not
too awfully late. Really enjoy
reading our paper with all the
men of the 9th. Wish I had the
ability to write.
Thanking you again for your




Rt. 4, Box 310
Forent City, NC 28043
Enclosed is a check for three
years and I am sorry to be so
late in sending my dues. Ar-
thritis and writing doesn't seem
to go together very well.
I received a letter from Ken
Meyer and pictures of past ex-
periences together. Haven't
seen him in 45 years so it was
good to recall old times while
we were together.
I haven't heard from
Wadalagage lately. He keeps
me informed on everything.
I taped a movie "Bridge at
Remagen" and it seemed quite
accurate. Will treasure the tape
since I spent so much time
there until it collapsed 19 days
later.
Best wishes to all the 9th Divi-
sion men, especially the M.P.
Co. and especially to you, Dan.
You have done such a beautiful
job all these past years.




Won't make the reunion this
year but hope to make it one of
these years. Enclosed is dues
for 3 years.
39th Inf. G Co.
BILLY ALLSBROOK
4616 Erath
Ft. Worth, Tx. 76119
Eagerly await each issue of
the OCTOFOIL to learn of As-
sociation plans and eternally
hoping to see names of Com-
pany G, 3rd Platoon, 39th Inf
men appear, Looks like ·Sgt.
Sucon, Sgt. Gumminger, Ed
Wooten, Harold Reddick and
Russell Johnson have dropped
from the face of the records!
I have received a very kind
and gracious letter from a Ger-
man soldier who was a member
of the 2nd Company, Fuesilier
Battalion, 275 Infantry Division
which opposed the 9th Division
in the Huertgen Forest in
Sept.-Dec. 1944. His name is
Hubert Gees who acknowledges
the bloody battles that took
place in the Huertgen and
realizes that it is not easily for-
gotten. His letter sends kindest
regards to all American
veterans of The Battle Of The
Huertgen Forest and wishes to
make contact with 9th Div.
veterans to exchange thoughts,
memories and reconciliation.
Mr. Gees was 17 years old when
captured in the village of Huert-
gen by the 121 Reg. of the 8th
Div. on 28 November, 1944. Be-
sides his effort to convey recon-
ciliation, peace and freedom to
American veterans, he would
like copies of company or bat-
talion reports from any
members of the 9th Div. con-
nected to the Battle of The
Huertgen Forest. Mr. Gees is
associated with the Hurtgen-
wald Museum located in
Kleinan which must be in or
near the Huertgen Forest. For
those who choose to do so can
correspond directly with Mr.
Gees whose address is:
Hubert Gees,






In the last VFW Magazine, I
thought I wrote to the right per-
son. It was Robert Bovanizer
from Niagara Falls.
My husba'nd, Joseph Jagetz
was in the 60th Field Artillery
in WW II. He is now 79 years
old, very ill and was wondering
if any of the men he served with
would remember him and
would possibly write to him.
He has an inoperative brain
tumor, heart problems,
diabetes, and a changed per-
sonality which is hard for him
and me. I care for him 24 hours
a day. We live on a very low in-
come, but manage very well.
I think if he was to get letters,
it would make him feel better.
I don't like to bother you, but
if this is possible I would be
very grateful. Thank you for
reading this letter.
15th Engrs B Co.
JORDAN BIERMAN
779 Park Lane
East Meadow, N.Y. 11554
Enjoy reading the Octofoil
about some of the fellows I
spent time with, Charlie Hoff-
man, Ernie Micka, Paul Lisa,
Tony Madonna and Byron
Angell. Glad to read Fred
D'Amore new 2nd V.P. Fred
and I keep in touch since 1945.
Good luck




After reading the latest edi-
tion of the "Octofoil" I checked
and found that I should be sen-
ding in my dues for the next
three years. I have added a lit-
tle extra for the Memorial
Fund.
I'm hoping to see a lot of us
together this fall at the reunion.




I have several reasons for
writing, not the least of which is
that a letter from a "B-60"
member is quite a rarity.
Another reason is a belated
"thank you" to the New York
members who arranged and
ran the Reunion at the Pines,
They did a great job and my
wife and I had a great time. The
Memorial Services at West
Point was most impressive.
The programs at the Pines was
super. Many thanks.
My wife and I have made two
winter trips to Guadalajara,
Mexico and enjoyed it very
much. Good weather and food
and surprisingly cheap. A year
ago we took the Polar Bear Ex-
press trip north, by rail, from
Toronto to James Bay. It was
one I had been wanting to take
for quite some time. It was a
most enjoyable trip.
In the March-April issue,
John Cellar, Stamford, CT
wrote asking where he might be
able to get a copy of "The Bat-
tle of Huertgen Forst" by
Charles B. Mac Donald. I have
a copy for about 25 years. It is
one of the "Great Battles of
History," series published by
J .B. Lipencat Co in 1963. I just
received my copy of the "Dis-
covery Magazine" and there is
'orne good information of
;laces to contact for perhaps a
book of that kind. They are:
Strand Bookstore, 828 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10003, Tele-
phone: (212) 473-1452; Bart's
Boos, 302 W. Matilija, Ojai, CA
Telephone: (805) 646-3755. The
Strand Bookstore publishes a
free catalog for mail order
customers, I hope the informa-
tion will be of help to John
Cellar and to anyone who might
be interested in the book. It is
very detailed and got right
down to the company level.
My wife had a knee replace-
ment a couple of years ago and
the effects of years are
catching up with me. Problems
with a knee and hips have put a
halt to marching days for me.
But overall our health is good
and we enjoy the good things of
life.
Our chances of making the
reunion in Florida this year are
very remote so here are our
best wishes to those who can at-
tend. We hope you have a
wonderful time.
Co. C 47th Inf.
WILLIAM MEGLA
3495 S. Old 3C Road
Galena, Ohio 43021
I am enclosing an article
from the "Saturday Evening
Post," dated July 6, 1946. I still
have the original pages. I feel
this article should be part of the
9th Div. history.
Also, does the 9th Inf.
Museum will want old uniforms
and patches from 2nd War?
I live in Florida for part of the
year and I am thinking about
attending the reunion this year.
I am looking for anyone who
was in C Company 47th in or
about Sept. 6, 1944. Most of our
Company was captured on that
date in the Vicinity of Blaimone
E. Mensil St. Baise, Belgium. I
was one of the group that was
captured.
Editors Note: We appreciate
Bill sending the article from the
"Saturday Evening Post" how-
ever we have used the article
several times it was called the
"Avenging Ghosts of the
Ninth." We hope to rerun it
again in some future issues of
the Octofoil. As a matter of fact
the author and War Cor-
respondent Thomas E. Henry
attended a few reunions years
ago in Washington, DC.
